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ABSTRACT Wound-field synchronous machines (WFSMs) are included in the majority of large power
generating units and special high-power motor drives, due to their high efficiency, flexible field excitation
and intrinsic fluxweakening capability.Moreover, they are employed in a wide range of high-end solutions in
the low-to-medium power range. This contribution presents a comprehensive survey of classical and modern
methods and technologies for excitation systems (ESs) of WFSMs. The work covers the fundamental theory,
typical de-excitation methods and all the modern excitation equipment topologies in detail. It also includes
a description of the state-of-the-art and the latest trends in the ESs of wound-field synchronous motors and
generators. The purpose of the paper is to provide a useful and up-to-date reference for practitioners and
researchers in the field.

INDEX TERMS Brushless exciters, de-excitation methods, excitation systems, exciterless excitation,
harmonic excitation, rotating exciters, static exciters, synchronous machines, synchronous generators,
synchronous motors.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wound-field synchronous machines (WFSMs) are the pre-
ferred choice in power generation applications ranging from
few kVA to few GVA [1]. The main reasons are:

1) the possibility to control the flow of reactive power
(both absorption and production);

2) the intrinsic flux regulation capability;
3) the reliability and resilience to short-circuit faults with

no demagnetization risks;
4) the high efficiency;
5) and the superior dynamics during electro-mechanical

transients.

WFSMs are predominant in grid-connected operations
[2] and in small-to-medium generating systems for isolated
applications [3], [4]. Moreover, wound-field synchronous
motors are still today the preferred choice for high-power
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applications in the multi-MW range [5], [6], especially in the
oil-and-gas industry [7]–[9] and for large shipboard propul-
sion [10]. Although these machines represent a consolidated
and mature technology, much attention is currently given to
their design [11], analysis [12], modelling [13], as well as
to their field excitation technologies [14]. While most of the
research on permanent magnet (PM) synchronous motor and
generator performance enhancement relies on sophisticated
control algorithms [15], [16], a key role in WFSM develop-
ment is played by new hardware and design solutions for
the improvement of rotor excitation in terms of dynamic
performance [17], reliability [18], compactness [19]–[22] and
condition monitoring [23]–[25].

The art of ESs for WFSMs is an old engineering dis-
cipline. Fig. 1 shows a high-level sketch of its develop-
ment history. Its first dramatic change happened in the
1950s as a result of advances in high-power semiconductor
devices. This triggered the replacement of electromechani-
cal regulators, based on direct-current commutators [26], by
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FIGURE 1. Development history of excitation systems for wound-field
synchronous machines.

silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs) and analogue controllers
[27], [28]. Another paradigm shift happened in the 1980s,
when controllers migrated from analogue to digital technol-
ogy [29]–[32].

Over the last 20 years, the evolution of power electronics
and wireless technologies has enabled further innovations
and possibilities in the area. Currently, the static excitation
methods (in which the field winding is fed through brushes
and shaft-mounted slip rings) are preferred whenever a fast
dynamic response is required. However, they cause main-
tenance and safety issues due to brush wear and possible
sparking. Brushless exciters (where power is supplied to the
field winding by electromagnetic induction with no sliding
contacts) overcome these challenges. On the other hand,
they suffer from worse dynamic performance, prevent direct
access to the field winding for measurement and protec-
tion purposes, and require the installation of an auxiliary

rotating machine (exciter) on the main motor or genera-
tor shaft. Nevertheless, such limitations are being signifi-
cantly reduced by the advances currently in progress. For
example, integrated-harmonic brushless exciterless solutions
are a promising trend for the most compact options on
the market [19]–[22]. In addition, wireless communication
can be nowadays used to measure field winding quantities
[33], and employed to regulate the excitation current through
shaft-installed, remote-controlled power electronics devices
[34]–[41], thus overcoming some limitations of brushless
exciters.

The main focus of this paper is to provide a comprehensive
and general review of the different excitation architectures
for WFSMs. The fundamental theory of field excitation, step
responses and de-excitation is first recalled in Section II.
Section III presents an extensive survey of the possible exci-
tation technologies presently available or under development,
pointing out their pros and cons. Finally, Section VI con-
cludes the paper by summarizing the work and discussing the
most promising perspectives for future development.

II. THE FUNDAMENTALS OF FIELD EXCITATION
An ES encompasses the equipment used to provide field
current to a synchronous machine, including power regula-
tion and control, as well as protective elements [42]–[48].
The ES fits the basic construction principle of a WFSMs,
which include a set of rotating poles equipped with a field
winding fed by direct current and a stationary armature wind-
ing which carry alternating currents. The operating princi-
ple of the WFSM is extensively described in the technical
literature [49].

The field winding of the WFSM is subjected to the ES
output, which is the field voltage. The latter is referred to as
Uf 0 at no-load and Uf at rated conditions. The dynamics of
an ES is strongly influenced by the field winding inductance,
which can be regarded as a constant except for magnetic
saturation effects. The relationship between the field winding
inductance (Lf ) and the field winding resistance (Rf ) in open-
circuit conditions is

Lf = T ′doRf , (1)

where T ′do is the d-axis transient open-circuit time constant
of the generator, or the time constant of the rotor in no-load
conditions. During steady-state operation, the field winding
needs to be supplied with a (constant) rated voltage Uf 0 and
a (constant) rated current If 0 satisfying the following equation

Uf 0 = Rf If 0. (2)

The dynamics of the field winding during no-load operation
is governed by a first-order differential equation, i.e.

uf = Rf if + Lf
dif
dt
. (3)

where uf and if are the instantaneous field voltage and field
current, respectively. The automatic voltage regulator (AVR)
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of an ideal field current step response from 0.95pu
to 1.05pu, for several ceiling voltage values. The time is normalized with
respect to T ′

do for no-load conditions and to T ′

d for on-load conditions
(first approximation).

typically acts in the per-unit frame, where the field voltage is
expressed as a fraction of the rated field voltage, i.e.:

uf = γfUf 0 (4)

where γf is the instantaneous per-unit field voltage. The
general solution of (3) yields

if = γf If 0 + Ke
−

t
T ′do , (5)

where K is a constant depending on the initial field current
value. The damper cage effects are neglected, as they only
affect the very first instants of electromagnetic transients.
During the on-load operation, the contribution of stator cur-
rents needs to be taken into account. As result, the time
constant during on-load operation takes a value which, to a
first approximation, can be assumed equal to the short-circuit
time constant T ′d [50].

A. EXCITATION CURRENT DYNAMICS
The ceiling voltage is the maximum voltage that can be
provided by the ES under defined conditions [43]. The per-
unit value of the ceiling voltage, with respect to the rated field
voltage, will be indicated as γceil below. An ideal ES must be
able to apply the ceiling voltage instantaneously, in order to
produce the fastest possible change in its excitation current.
Based on the solution of (5), Fig. 2 shows the impact of
the available ceiling voltage γceil on the step response for a
typical dynamic performance test [18], [51]–[54]. The ideal
response is shown, where the step change of the field voltage
is instantaneous [43]. A frequency response test is an alter-
native test, which will provide similar dynamic information
about the ES [55].
In practice, the voltage applied to the winding reaches its

maximum (ceiling) value in a finite time, which depends on
the AVR response delay and on the circuitry between the AVR

and the field winding according to the architectures that will
be described in the following sections. Any ES is classified
as high initial response (HIR) when it can reach 95% of the
difference between ceiling voltage and rated field voltage in
0.1s or less under specified conditions [43].

Naturally, the higher the ceiling voltage, the faster the cur-
rent response will be. However, the ceiling voltage amplitude
is limited by various factors and, in particular, by the voltage
withstand capability of the field winding insulation [17].

In the example shown in Fig. 2, the field current is sup-
posed to be initially at 95% of its no-load value, i.e., if (0) =
0.95If 0, and it is supposed that the ceiling voltage is applied to
the field to increase the field current to a new set-point value
of 1.05 pu. In such case, the particular solution to (5) is:

if
If 0
= γceil + (0.95− γceil)e

−
t

T ′do . (6)

The time 1 t taken by the field current to reach the set-point
value of 1.05pu in the open-circuit conditions, normalized
with respect to the open-circuit time constant, is:

1t
T ′do
= ln

[
0.95− γceil
1.05− γceil

]
. (7)

Fig. 2 shows the field current response for various possible
values of the per unit ceiling voltage γceil from 1.5 to 4. It can
be noticed from the figure that the field current dynamics is
strongly affected by the ceiling voltage if the latter is low,
but much less for ceiling voltage values above 2 times the
rated field voltage. In other words, the speed of response is
strongly dependent on the ceiling voltage for lower values,
but less dependent for values of γceil above 2 per unit.

Eqs. (6) and (7) can be modified for on-load conditions
by replacing T ′do and If 0 by T ′d and If . In fact, the same
considerations as for the no-load operation can be made. The
use of T ′d rigorously applies to short-circuit conditions, but is
also useful to describe the on-load step response dynamics to
a first-order acceptable approximation [50].

Fig. 2 presents normalized (per unit) quantities. As a result,
it applies to both no-load and on-load conditions. For the
latter case, it is worth recalling that the base field voltages
and currents uf and if under nominal load are typically 1.5 to
2 times their no-load values.

B. DE-EXCITATION METHODS AND DYNAMIC RESPONSES
The same analytical approach discussed in the previous sub-
section can be employed for analyzing step responses of the
field current in the opposite direction, i.e. when the field
current has to be reduced or extinguished. However, in this
case, the available negative ceiling voltage that can be applied
to force the field current to zero may be slightly less than the
positive one for certain types of ESs, as discussed in more
detail below.

The de-excitation response is an important property of an
ES. The energy stored in the field winding must be dissipated
as fast as possible in case of a normal or forced stop. In fact,
since the field winding is a highly inductive circuit, a sudden
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FIGURE 3. Simplified de-excitation circuit of the two main
demagnetization methods.

interruption of the current flowing through it (i.e. by opening
a breaker) would result in dangerous over-voltages that may
exceed the field insulation withstand capability. Therefore,
de-excitation is mandatory to reduce the field current to
approximately zero before switching off the ES.
As discussed in the next section, the capability of quickly

extinguishing the field current depends on the technology
and, in particular, is a peculiar strength of static ESs when
compared to brushless ones. A fast-response demagnetization
is obtained either by feeding the field winding with a negative
field voltage or short-circuiting it with a parallel-connected
discharge resistor. Both methods are illustrated in Fig. 3.

1) DE-EXCITATION BY NEGATIVE CEILING VOLTAGE
When the WFSM operates at on-load condition, a negative
ceiling voltage results in a normalized de-excitation current
response described by (8), where γceil,neg is the applied nega-
tive ceiling voltage. The time T37% taken by the field current
to reach 37% of the nominal value is as in (9).

if
If
= γceil,neg + (1− γceil,neg)e

−
t
T ′d (8)

1T37%
T ′d

= ln

[
1− γceil,neg
1
e − γceil,neg

]
(9)

Equation (9) is normalized with respect to T ′d since the on-
load operation is typically the case of interest when evaluating
the de-excitation performance. If the no-load de-excitation
time is considered, T ′do must be used and 1T37% takes a
larger value. 1T37% is often imposed by some standards or
regulations not to exceed a given threshold as a safety-critical
requirement [56]–[58]. Fig. 4 shows how the de-excitation
time varies for negative ceiling voltages between 2 and 4 pu.

2) DE-EXCITATION BY DISCHARGE RESISTOR
A discharge resistor is a safety device designed to shorten
the time needed to extinguish the field current. A short-
circuit of the field winding by the discharge resistor under
load conditions leads to a de-excitation time constant given
by (10), where Rd is the discharge resistance. The field cur-
rent dynamics will be then governed by (11) when starting
from an initial field current equal to 1 per unit.

τd =
T ′d

1+ Rd
Rf

, (10)

FIGURE 4. Illustration of an ideal de-excitation field current response
from 1pu to 0pu for several negative ceiling voltage values. The time is
normalized with respect to T ′

do for no-load condition and to T ′

d for
on-load condition.

FIGURE 5. Illustration of an ideal de-excitation field current response
from 1pu to 0pu, for several ohmic values of the discharge resistor,
increasing from

Rd
Rf

= 1pu to
Rd
Rf

= 10pu. The time is normalized with

respect to T ′

do for no-load condition and to T ′

d for on-load condition.

if
If
= e−

t
τd = e

−
t
T ′d

(1+ Rd
Rf

)
(11)

Moreover,1T37% decreases as the discharge resistance grows
according to (12):

1T37%
T ′d

=
1

1+ Rd
Rf

. (12)

Fig. 5 represents how the de-excitation current response
changes for discharge resistances varying from Rd = Rf to
Rd = 10Rf . The diagram shows that a discharge resistor hav-
ing a high resistance value compared with the field winding
would be able to generate high initial de-excitation voltages.
For this reason, in practice, the field winding insulation limits
the maximum discharge resistance that can be used.
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TABLE 1. Summary and comparison of the static excitation systems.

The maximum de-excitation voltage also influences the
choice of the field circuit breaker or excitation interrup-
tion devices as described in detail in [17], [56]. Consider-
ing all these restrictions, practical values of Rd /Rf usually
lie between 0.5 and 2.0 [57]. As an alternative to conven-
tional resistors, metal oxide or silicon carbide varistors are
a good solution to reach faster de-excitation times with lim-
ited over-voltages. These are often referred to as non-linear
discharge resistors, due to their non-linear voltage vs. current
characteristic.

III. EXCITATION SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES
AND THEIR EVOLUTION
As shown in Fig. 1, the first ESs were based on DC exciters
[59]. These use DC generators as a power source, driven by a
separate motor or by the main alternator shaft, and supply DC
current to the field through slip rings. DC excitation methods
represent early commercial systems (from the 1920s to the
1960s) and have, by now, a merely historical value, as they
have been superseded by AC exciters. The most commonly
employed ESs since the 1960s can be classified into three
categories: static, brushless and embedded (or integrated)
systems. These three categories will be discussed in the next
subsections in more detail.

A. STATIC EXCITATION SYSTEMS
Static exciters are dominantly used for large synchronous
generators with power ratings in the order of several MVAs,
which need to satisfy standardized technical requirements
in terms of dynamic performance [43]–[45]. Figure 6 illus-
trates a classic example of this type of system. It includes
two six-pulse SCRs bridges (i.e. SCR1 and SCR2 in the
figure) connected in parallel to the WFSM field circuit,
each of them with its own rectifier controller (C1 and C2).
In this configuration, the SCR bridges usually operate in ’hot
standby’, i.e. one of them conducts the full excitation current,
while the other remains in standby. When a failure occurs
in the active bridge, then it is automatically disabled and
the standby one takes over without any manual intervention.
As an alternative approach, active current sharing between
the rectifiers of these systems has been proposed [60]–[64].

The other elements in the system are the field discharge (FD)
system, the field circuit breaker (FCB) and the AVR, which
outputs the commands to the SCR bridge controllers in order
to maintain the main machine voltage at its desired value
through a feedback control loop.

The two classical types of static exciters, namely the poten-
tial source and the compound source, are illustrated in Fig. 7
[65], while, Fig. 8 presents some recently developed or pro-
posed static systems. In addition, Table 1 compares all these
static topologies and summarizes their main features.

Static exciters perform the de-excitation task by applying
negative ceiling voltage obtained by controlling SCRs with
a firing angle above 90◦ or through a discharge resistor. The
latter is a passive component that can operate independently
of the ES supply and it is often required, as it provides
a reliable and independent de-excitation in case of severe
failure of the AVR or faults within the SCR bridges [56].

1) POTENTIAL SOURCE (A1)
The potential source or bus-fed ES is the most popular choice
in the power industry [66]. Topology A1 in Fig. 7 illustrates
its main components, including brushes and slip rings, which
represent the interface between the rotating and the stationary
domains, the potential transformer (PT) and the six-pulse
SCR bridge. The PT steps down the three-phase voltage from
the generator terminals and feeds the SCR bridge. The latter
rectifies the three-phase voltage and supplies DC current
to the field winding. The rectifier output voltage amplitude
is controlled by the AVR to achieve its multiple regulation
purposes, such as control of the terminal voltage, limitation
of field and terminal currents, reactive power exchange with
the grid, generator load angle restriction and power system
stabilization.

The ceiling voltage of the potential source exciter is very
sensitive to the bus voltage. As a result, the PT secondary volt-
age should be carefully chosen to satisfy the dynamic require-
ments on the grid-side. The six-pulse SCR can attain 95%
of the available ceiling voltage in less than 0.1 seconds
and is thus considered a HIR ES [44]. A fast inherent
response is essential for power system transient stability [67].
As previously mentioned, a discharge resistor (Sec. II-A) is
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FIGURE 6. Components of a static excitation system for a 45 MVA, 514.3 r/min, 13.8 kV, 60 Hz
synchronous generator (Courtesy of Voith Hydro).

FIGURE 7. The two classical static excitation configurations.

usually connected to the SCR bridge output to ensure fast de-
excitation (Sec. II-B).

2) COMPOUND SOURCE (A2)
The compound-type static ES combines the generator termi-
nal voltage and the contribution from the phase currents via

current transformers (CTs), as illustrated in topology A2 in
Fig. 7. During a fault, the PT will not be able to sustain the
excitation voltage. However, the fault current will provide
excitation power via the CTs to compensate for this. The
compound system is an ingenious way to overcome some of
the disadvantages of the potential source excitation. Its use is
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FIGURE 8. Modern extensions of the static excitation system, from community research and the industry.

particularly recommended in low-inertia systems. Exam-
ples of those are isolated grids, e.g., shipboard power systems
[68] or industrial plants, or large generators connected to rel-
atively weak grids, where the voltage cannot be sustained by
other sources in the presence of a fault [44]. High investment
costs and complex circuitry are some of the main drawbacks
of the compound technology, and an alternative solution is
to design the potential source system with a higher ceiling
voltage [65], whenever this is technically feasible and eco-
nomically convenient. In order to overcome the limitations
of systems A1 and A2, alternative solutions are proposed in
the recent literature, and new solutions have been tested by
manufacturers. These are described in the next subsections.

3) HYBRID PMSM (A3)
The hybrid-type static exciter is the topology A3 in Fig. 8.
In this arrangement, the PMs installed on the rotor of the
generator provide the rated flux to themachine at no load. The
field winding is, instead, used to compensate for the armature
reaction during on-load operation [69]. As a result, the hybrid
system could be classified as a PM synchronousmachinewith
armature reaction compensation. The self-excitation capa-
bility has obvious advantages in islanded operation and in
presence of weak grids, thanks to the relatively low excitation

current that is required. However, the need for PMsmakes the
generator design more complicated and expensive.

4) BOOSTER (A4)
The static excitation booster, i.e., topology A4 in Fig. 8)
is intended to improve the fault ride-through capability of
the classical potential source exciter [70]–[72]. The DC-link
ultra-capacitor is normally bypassed by a diode. During a
voltage sag event, the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)
is activated and the ultra-capacitor is connected in series
with the output of the SCR bridge. This is another example
of a tailor-made solution to overcome some limitations of
the potential source excitation aiming to improve the tran-
sient stability of the power grid [51]. Note that the topology
A4 is different from the ’transient excitation boosting’ system
proposed in the early 1990s [74], which consisted of very
powerful static exciters.

5) BOOST-BUCK (A5)
The boost-buck chopper configuration of the static ES is
shown in Fig. 8 as topology A5 [75] in one of its possible
implementations. It is another alternative to solve the field
forcing capability of potential source systems in fault or
low grid voltage conditions. This configuration employs a
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FIGURE 9. Components of a brushless excitation system for a 400 kVA, 1500 r/min, 400 V, 50 Hz
(175 Hz for exciter) synchronous generator.

boost-buck converter which can always provide the DC-link
ceiling voltage at its output even when the terminal voltage
is temporarily suppressed. This is possible thanks to the
DC-link capacitor acting as an energy buffer that prevents
transients in the power supply from immediately affecting the
ES output.

In addition, unlike an SCR bridge, the boost-buck con-
figuration can turn off its switches at any given instant and
synchronization of its controller to the grid voltage is not nec-
essary. This allows the ES to be fed by almost any available
power supply, including a pilot machine, the AC auxiliary
system, or even the DC auxiliary system. As an example,
[75] proposes the boost-buck topology (shown in Fig. 8-A5)
fed via an excitation transformer and a three-phase diode
bridge. The solution is expected to be expensive for large
synchronous generators, which demand a high direct current
to be fed by a diode rectifier together with other power
electronics apparatus. The compact thyristor based topology
(Fig. 6) is the most mature and well-established technology
for those applications [76], [77].

6) VOLTAGE SOURCED (A6)
In Fig. 8, topology A6 illustrates a static exciter with a
front-end VSC and an output dual-quadrant chopper [73].

The presence of a DC-link voltage and capacitance (with
short-term energy storage capability) provides a stronger field
forcing capability which strengthens the transient stability
of the WFSM. In addition, the VSC can operate in boost
mode and the output chopper provides a faster field voltage
response compared to the SCR bridge.
The de-excitation process starts immediately by interrupt-

ing the PWM signals at the H-bridge chopper output. As a
result, it eliminates a possible commutation failure by the
use of IGBTs. Typically, there are challenges in design-
ing a totally passive, fail-safe trigger circuit for the dis-
charge resistor as recommended in [44]. Considering that
the field winding energy can reach several MJs in large
generators, the DC-link would require a large capacitor. How-
ever, the VSC typically controls the DC-link voltage and
will actively discharge the capacitor during the de-excitation
process.

B. BRUSHLESS EXCITATION SYSTEMS
The basic and most common structure of a brushless ES is
illustrated in Fig. 9. It consists of a rotating exciter with
a three-phase winding on the rotor, which is mounted on
the main machine shaft. The exciter field winding is wound
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TABLE 2. Summary and comparison of the brushless excitation systems.

around stator poles and is supplied by a DC source, although
some AC-fed stator designs may be required in synchronous
motors to provide field current at stand-still as discussed later
on. When the shaft revolves, the main air-gap field induces
electromotive forces and thus currents in the exciter rotor
phases. A rotating AC-to-DC rectifier, assembled onto the
exciter rotor, rectifies the induced AC current into DC current
and feeds the rotor field winding of the main WFSM.

Traditionally, the use of a rotating exciter and a diode
rectifier is considered unfit to deliver prompt field voltage
control, as required for HIR ESs [78]–[80]. Moreover, until
recently, the de-excitation methods described in section II-
B have been regarded as unsuitable for implementation in
brushless ESs. In contrast, the speed of response is not a
stringent requirement in applications such as standby power,
marine, oil and gas, UPS mobile constructions, etc. [81].
In those, generators ranging from few kVA to few MVA are
often designed to feed mainly passive ohmic-inductive loads,
for which AVR fast response and de-excitation capabilities
are not major concerns. Not least, the use of slip rings and
brushes is not allowed in potentially explosive environments,
which limit their application. Furthermore, they demand con-
stant maintenance due to mechanical wear and tear.

Owing to the above, brushless exciters represent a good
solution for applications requiring flexible excitation control,
limited maintenance and operational costs. As such, they
nowadays represent the most common configuration applied
by industry in small-to-medium generator sets [82]. Fig. 10

presents the classical brushless ESs as well as new topologies
introduced in recent times, or still under development and
research. Finally, Table 2 compares all the brushless topolo-
gies taken into account by this work.

1) SHUNT (B1)
The shunt-connected brushless exciter is a self-magnetized
system [83], shunted on the WFSM terminals. It uses the sin-
gle line-to-line voltage of the generator terminals to power the
AVR [84]. The same output is measured and used as a feed-
back signal to regulate the generator voltage. The approach
is cheap and simple to implement. However, the AVR sup-
ply power is very much dependent on load-side events such
as voltage disturbances and faults. Also, when non-linear
loads (e.g. power electronics based loads such as PCs, flu-
orescent lamps and inverter-fed motors etc.) are fed by the
main generator, the AVR supply power quality is compro-
mised [82]. The solution cannot tolerate high overloads,
neither can it offer sustained short-circuit operation capa-
bility. In the worst case of a short-circuit fault occurring
in the proximity of the machine terminals, the voltage may
drop to zero and powering the AVR would become chal-
lenging if no precautions are taken. Apart from the men-
tioned issues, the shunt solution is the simplest and cheapest
among the brushless systems described in this section. The
excitation method is typically implemented in WFSMs rated
up to 700 kVA, but it is not uncommon for several MVAs
as well.
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2) EBS (B2)
The excitation boost system (EBS) is a boosted version of
the shunt-type ES. A small excitation boost generator is
installed on the WFSM shaft to power the excitation boost
controller (EBC), which is an extension of the classical AVR
[85]. The EBS has its terminals connected in parallel to the
output of the main AVR and is activated by an AVR com-
mand. The EBS only intervenes when needed, e.g., in case
of faults, load injections, etc. allowing the required excita-
tion power to be developed even under these circumstances.
It is not widespread in applications that require continuous
power generation, but more common in emergency, back-
up or safety-critical applications. Moreover, it is compatible
with non-linear loads such as power electronics based devices
and motors at startup and can provide excitation for 300%
sustained short circuit current or more.

3) PMG-SCR (B3)
The PMG-type system is a separately-excited arrangement,
as opposed to the classical self-excited shunt-type topology
[86]. It employs an auxiliary electrical machine, the PMG
installed at the end of the WFSM shaft, to provide power
to the AVR when the shaft is running [87], [88]. The AVR
power is completely independent of the WFSM terminal
voltage and of the type of load it supplies. Another major
advantage compared to the self-excited shunt topology is that
the PMG provides more reliable power to the AVR and safer
voltage build-up, which does not rely on residual magnetism
but is assured by the PMs. Furthermore, it enjoys a high
overload capacity and is suitable for demanding applications.
In the SCR-type of the PMG system, the PMG is equipped
with a three-phase stator winding connected to a 4-pulse
diode bridge rectifier which, in turn, feeds a single SCR
device. Only two phases of the PMG are utilized in this
case, thus avoiding the design of a dedicated single-phase
PMG. By acting on the SCR firing angle, the AVR adjusts the
supply voltage applied to the rotating exciter stator terminals.
A freewheeling diode connected in anti-parallel with the SCR
ensures that the exciter supply current can flow while the
SCR is in blocking mode. The switching frequency of the
SCR is two times the fundamental electrical frequency of
the PMG stator. As a result, rapid dynamics for the exciter
supply voltage is difficult to obtain [89]. However, a simple
droop control of the AVR can be easily implemented [90].
The PMG-type is the most common ES for non-linear loads,
in applications where the grid voltage is affected by signifi-
cant disturbances typically due to power electronics devices
and motor starting. The PM machine obviously adds weight
and overall complexity to the system. As a result, it is mostly
used for medium-size generator sets rated between 700 kVA
and 4 MVA.

4) PMG-PWM (B4)
The PWM-type of the PMG ES employs a three-phase PMG
that supplies a DC-link capacitor via a 6-pulse diode rectifier

[89], [91], [92]. An IGBT regulates the exciter stator current
using PWM technique [91]. In general, it is a variant of
the PMG-SCR topology, thus offering similar benefits. How-
ever, it provides a higher power quality to the exciter stator
winding since PWM harmonics have higher frequencies and
are thereby attenuated by the exciter winding inductance,
resulting in less current ripple than in the PMG-SCR case.

5) AUXILIARY SOURCE (B5)
The auxiliary source brushless ES [25], [93]–[95] is a clas-
sical solution for large grid-connected WFSMs, where the
stator winding of the main exciter is fed from an auxiliary
low-voltage grid available for the ES. The main exciter could
also be fed by the main grid via an excitation transformer and
a thyristor rectifier [96]. The solution is simple and robust,
but implies the availability of a suitable auxiliary power
source or of a strong main grid. In safety-critical nuclear
power applications, an exclusive exciter with 39 phases can
be used to improve the reliability and fault tolerance of the
ES [24], [96].

6) AUXILIARY WINDING (B6)
The auxiliary winding solution is characterized by the use of
an auxiliary, single-phase winding located inside the WFSM
stator slots [97]. The single-phase winding is connected to
an isolating transformer that feeds the exciter stator wind-
ing through a single SCR device controlled by the AVR.
When the WFSM operates at no load before synchroniza-
tion to the grid, an initial excitation must be provided. For
this purpose, PMs embedded in the exciter stator are used.
The auxiliary winding based ES is less common than the
previously described ones and is typical of power ratings
between 4MVA and 15MVA. This excitation method pro-
vides power to the AVR independently of the load type,
as in separately-excited systems (i.e., equipped with PMG).
However, the voltage induced in the auxiliary winding is
produced by the main air-gap flux and therefore depends on
the WFSM operating condition. For this reason, the design of
this kind of ES is a challenging task. The auxiliary winding
eliminates the need for the PMG, thus resulting in a very
cost-effective solution. On the other hand, the additional
auxiliary winding reduces the useful space for installing the
main stator three-phase winding, potentially resulting in an
increased size of the WFSM. Note that there are possibilities
for usingmore auxiliary windings. In the field of synchronous
motors, they can be employed to obtain a bearing-less
configuration [98], [99].

7) AE (B7)
Wound-rotor synchronous motor for variable-speed drives
tends to employ AEs [100]. Moreover, civil aircrafts use
electrically excited generators for fixed speed and variable
speed applications [101], [102]. The exciter behaves as a
three-phase rotating transformer. As a result, it can deliver
field current to the main WFSM even at standstill conditions.
In high-power variable-speed drive applications, the AE is
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traditionally fed by an AC/AC anti-parallel thyristor con-
verter, due to economic constraints, while the main stator
is usually fed from either a current-source or voltage-source
inverter. Due to the high complexity of the system, efficient
modeling has been proposed [103]. Moreover, measurement
of the field current is not straightforward without brushes
and slips rings or without fast wireless data transmission.
As a result, field current estimation and control methods
have been a research focus [104]–[106]. Good accuracy
in the field current estimation ensures superior dynamic
and steady-state performance. In addition, estimation of the
rotor position by high-frequency voltage injection and by
model based approaches have recently been addressed [107],
[108]. Two-phase AEs have also been proposed in integrated
starter/generator applications [109], where the motor opera-
tion capability removes the need for a separate starter, such
as in aircraft onboard generators. The AE can provide field
current for full load starting of the main WFSM when the
rotor is at standstill.

Figure 8 shows the AE with an auxiliary source. However,
the AE system could also work with a pre-exciter PMG
configured in a three-stage system [110].

8) RT (B8)
The rotating transformer (RTs) electrically-excited config-
uration is a competitive choice in vehicle applications for
deep flux weakening, high torque and efficiency at low
speeds [111], [112]. The RT based brushless exciter is
essentially a single-phase AE in the axial rotary config-
uration. However, it can also be designed in a pot core
configuration [113]–[115]. It has a passive 4-pulse diode
bridge rectifier in the rotor and an active-switch power
electronics supply for the exciter stator winding. The use
of high frequencies for the exciter stator supply has been
shown to be beneficial for compactness in vehicle applica-
tions [116], enabling wireless power transferring technol-
ogy [117]. The cost and supply volatility of rare-earth PMs
have intensified the interest for RT based WFSMs in vehicle
applications [112].

9) SHUNT HYBRID (B9)
To overcome the limitations of the shunt excitation method
without resorting to a separate PMG solution [87], a hybrid
excitation for the exciter is presently under investigation and
development. The PMs are installed in the exciter stator in
order to provide the ‘‘basic excitation power’’ to the main
machine during its no-load operation. In this way, there is
no need to modify the circuitry feeding the exciter and/or
the generator field windings. This solution can lead to a
significant field loss reduction in the exciter in any loading
condition of the WFSM, thus resulting in improved thermal
management of the system. In addition, the PMs ensure
continuous operation of the system even in case of a fault
occurring in the exciter field winding, thus improving the
overall reliability. Also, the voltage build-up process during
starting is improved with this solution, as it does not rely upon

the ferromagnetic core residual magnetism as in the shunt
excitation method. However, the WFSM terminal voltage
cannot be fully controlled from zero at rated speed, which
is needed for ESs employed in test-field applications. The
SCR based AVR compensates for the armature reaction under
loaded conditions.

10) HIGH-SPEED DE-EXCITATION (B10)
One of the main drawbacks of the conventional brushless
ESs is the difficulty of implementing the de-excitation strate-
gies addressed in Section II. Recently, multiple tests have
been carried out to provide a self-actuated high-speed de-
excitation system for the conventional brushless arrangement
in large power plants [50], [118]–[120]. A non-linear dis-
charge resistor is usually bypassed in the rotor circuitry but
is activated during internal short-circuits to avoid damages to
the machine.

11) TWO-STAGE PME-SCR (B11)
In this configuration, the stator winding of the main exciter is
replaced by a PMs, yielding an outer pole PM exciter (PME)
[37], [121], [129]. Two-stage means that there are only two
machines involved, i.e., the exciter and the generator. All
control actions are accomplished by the SCR mounted on
the rotor. This technology has similar characteristics as the
HSR dual-control, except for the fact that the ceiling voltage
cannot be controlled due to the presence of PMs in the exciter
stator. As a result, the available ceiling voltage of the ES
will be directly dependent on the loading condition of the
WFSM. This is because the WFSM loading is reflected in
its field current, causing a high commutation voltage drop
across the rotating SCR rectifier. Moreover, a high ceiling
voltage demands a high SCR rectifier firing angle, which has
been shown to generate torque pulsations resulting in possible
damages to the exciter stator [129].

12) HSR DUAL-CONTROL (B12)
The high-speed response (HSR) dual-controlled ES is a com-
mercial product for large SMs [34], [35]. A rotating 6-pulse
SCR bridge rectifier is remote-controlled through a wireless
system and mounted on the rotor as an interface between
the exciter armature and the generator field winding. The
solution performs two control tasks: 1) exciter field current
regulator (FCR) on the stator side; 2) AVR on the rotor side.
It features the same dynamic performance of the conventional
static ES, but without the need for brushes and slip rings.
In contrast, it is not directly sensitive to the generator terminal
voltage as the static systems. The ceiling voltage amplitude
can be controlled by the FCR, only depending on a low-power
auxiliary source, typically fed from a low voltage grid.

13) PME-SCR HYBRID-MODE (B13)
The PME-SCR hybrid mode configuration is a multiphase
extension of the PME-SCR two-stage system [38], [122].
It utilizes a dual-star PM exciter with a 12-pulse SCR rectifier,
composed of two rectifier units connected in either parallel
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FIGURE 10. Overview of the classical brushless excitation configurations.

or series. The hybrid-mode topology typically works with a
parallel connection in stationary conditions for low exciter
currents, causing small torque pulsations. However, the series
connection is activated with a single IGBT device to apply the
full ceiling voltage to the exciter. The system also provides
both active current sharing [123] and redundant post-fault
operation for enhanced power production reliability [122].

14) PME-PASSIVE WITH ROTARY CHOPPER (B14)
There has been recent research trying to extend the classical
brushless systems replacing the rotating diode bridge rectifier
with a rotating thin film capacitor and a modern output chop-
per [36], [124], [130]. The system has the advantage of rela-
tively few rotating active components. However, the DC-link
capacitor must be designed to absorb the magnetic energy
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FIGURE 11. Modern extensions of the brushless excitation configurations, from community research and the industry.

stored in the field winding during a rapid de-excitation
because the diode bridge is power-unidirectional.

15) CPT (B15)
Although RTs (B8) provide a viable contact-less solution,
the use of a Capacitive Power Transfer (CPT) removes the

need for additional windings and magnetic cores [125]. The
CPT is based on a rotating capacitor with relative motion
between electrodes having constant active surfaces and air
gap between them. Due to the small coupling capacitance in
air, the solution is suitable for low-power excitation appli-
cations [126]. However, hydrodynamic CPTs can provide a
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FIGURE 12. Embedded, integrated or exciterless excitation, both classical and modern.

larger excitation power [127]. Moreover, they represent an
advantageous technology in terms of weight, volume and
construction simplicity. [131].

16) PME-VSC WITH ROTARY CHOPPER (B16)
Finally, the PME VSC solution with a rotary chopper pro-
vides a full-scale modern power electronics solution. The
chopper can demagnetize the field winding and the rotating
VSC can de-energize the DC-link capacitor. As a result,
the size of the rotating capacitor can be significantly reduced.
As a drawback, the number of active rotary components
increases [128]. Note that the rotating VSC control requires
direct measurement or estimation of the rotor position.

C. EMBEDDED EXCITATION SYSTEMS
The embedded ES is an exciterless alternative where the
exciter components are integrated into the main WFSM sta-
tor. Although the idea is old [136]–[145], new solutions and

implementations have been recently proposed. Table 3 com-
pares all the embedded topologies presented herein.

1) STATOR HARMONIC (C1)
The stator harmonic winding system is an old classical
embedded system [132]. The excitation power is generated
by an additional single-phase harmonic winding embedded
in the stator of the main machine and designed so that
air-gap space rotating field harmonics induce an electro-
motive force in it. This suffices to generate enough power
to feed the rotor field winding via a 4-pulse SCR through
brushes and slip rings [20]. From a conceptual point of view,
it is similar to the solution B6 shown in Fig. 10, with its
positive and negative sides. On the other hand, being an
exciterless solution, the additional stator harmonic wind-
ing must be able to provide the full excitation power to
the WFSM. This indicates that more space is necessary
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TABLE 3. Summary and comparison of the embedded or exciterless excitation systems.

for its allocation, thus resulting in a significant increase in
the active WFSM size.

2) ROTOR HARMONIC WITH RPE (C2)
The exciterless system with rotating power electronics (RPE)
embeds the whole ES circuitry in the rotor [133]. It utilizes
rotor damper slot harmonics to induce the excitation power
in a single-phase auxiliary circuit embedded in the rotor. The
auxiliary winding injects current into a rotating DC-link via
a boost converter stage, and the DC-link voltage feeds the
WFSM field winding. This solution does not require brushes
and slip rings.

3) DOUBLE HARMONIC (C3)
In the double harmonic system, a harmonic air-gap flux is
generated by a stator auxiliary winding featuring a number
of poles different from the main WFSM. This energizes an
additional harmonic winding embedded in the rotor which
feeds the field winding [20]. Although the technology has
interesting features such as compactness, it depends on an
auxiliary source to feed the stator harmonic winding via
a VSC.

4) ZERO SEQUENCE (C4)
The zero-sequence system avoids brushes and slip rings via a
converter-fed stator that generates a zero-sequence harmonic
component that excites a harmonic winding embedded in the
rotor, which is used to feed the field winding [19], [134]. The
compactness of this system is a significant strength. However,
it requires advanced power electronics, which adds costs [20].
A similar strategy utilizing sub-harmonic components has
been recently proposed [146], [147].

5) INDUCTION EXCITED (C5)
The induction excited topology combines both an AE and
the main WFSM into the same system. The main WFSM
and the AE are designed with a different number of poles
to avoid a magnetic coupling between them [21], [22]. Since
the exciter is an induction machine, the WFSM field winding
can be excited during standstill conditions, which makes it
suitable for generator/starter applications and for high-end

motor applications. The solution requires an auxiliary source
that feeds the induction machine via a VSC.

6) SYNCHRONOUS EXCITED (C6)
In the synchronous excited topology, the main WFSM and
a DC-fed brushless exciter are assembled together. They are
configured for a different number of poles so that they do
not interfere electromagnetically with each other [135]. The
advantage is that this configuration can be excited by a single-
switchDC-DC converter having a relatively low power rating.

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has covered all the main ES categories presently
implemented or proposed for WFSMs. A wide range of
topologies for each category has been described, highlight-
ing state-of-the-art technologies as well as recent trends.
The design of an ES involves different performance chal-
lenges which are strongly influenced by the application
at hand. These challenges include speed of response, de-
excitation capabilities, field forcing requirements and starting
performance. Additional open issues relate to compactness,
simplicity, safety, operational costs and maintenance. The
key features of the different technologies are summarized
in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

In addition to traditional systems, new solutions are nec-
essary to address the increasingly demanding performance
requirements often imposed on modern WFSM, such as:
• post-fault operation for reduced downtime [122] and
compensation of cooling discrepancies [123];

• extended capability diagram and over-excitation support
under long-term voltage instability [148], [149];

• excitation boosting for enhanced power system stability
[73] and voltage-sag ride through capability [70];

• cancellation of unbalanced magnetic pull [150], [151];
• mitigation of air-gap flux density harmonics [152],
[153];

• faster high-torque starting by polarity inversion [154].
The overview presented in this paper on traditional and

modern approaches to field excitation for WFSMs has shown
that there are many options available and the selection of
the best system architecture strongly depends on the specific
application requirements. Classical static exciters are still
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the preferred choice for most of large MVA generators, but
new brushless exciters are being introduced and developed
as competitive alternatives. Conventional brushless exciters
are dominant for smaller WFSMs, but harmonic integrated
exciters are paving the way to more compact solutions.

In addition, thanks to the recent advances in the field of
rotating power electronics, and wireless rotor signal trans-
mission and monitoring, ESs for WFSMs are expected to
further evolve and meet new requirements and performance
standards. In such a wide and fast-evolving scenario, this
work represent a useful reference for designers and prac-
titioners to identify the most suitable solution for a given
application, especially in view of possible revisions of the
current standards on voltage regulation and control.
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